
Comments on the consultation paper on the feasibility and advisability of 
presenting a legislative proposal enabling the EFSA to receive fees for 
processing authorisation files 
 
 
The FPB represents approximately 25,000 UK-based businesses, which employ in excess of 600,000 
people. We would urge the Authority to decide not to levy charges for authorisation work done for 
businesses either for health and nutrition claims or for novel foods. 
 
1) Your pre-conception that all requests for authorisation for new products are motivated by the 
hope of profit is mistaken. Many small businesses seek to satisfy their customers who may want 
bespoke or uncommon products, particularly in the food supplement fields. The potential profit from 
such levels of service is minimal; but it does keep the customer. 
 
 
2) We do not see any practical, fool-proof way in which an approval could become the property 
of a single business. Thus a small business that has spent the money to gain approval could not have 
absolute rights to that approval. This is unfair economic practice. 
 
 
3) Businesses are not asking EFSA to do these checks. The business is legally obliged not to 
place on the market anything that is unfit or make any claim that could be misleading under existing 
legislation (EC178/2002). Thus no business will seek to market anything unfit. It is only the 
Commission that has decided that business is not honest enough to ensure its products are fit that it 
insists on your independent approval. Therefore any charges levied would be in the nature of a tax, 
not an asset. 
 
4) The concept of intellectual property is flawed. In practice it may be workable for some very 
large firms, but is quite impossible to enforce by small businesses. Even you admit as much under 
your option 2.  
 
5) We would recommend a generic list as comprehensive as possible. Any additions to that list 
should not be the property of an individual firm unless that firm has taken out patents in its own right. 
 
Lastly we would remind you of the Mission Statement for the Authority as set out in Article 22 of EC 
178/2002. There is nothing there that demands fees for the work allocated to it.  
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